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Abstract: Federated cloud computing is one form of cloud 

computing model which supports huge applications needs of Big 

Data services by managing with collaboration from a different 

set of cloud service providers. It breaks the application boundary 

of consumers’ access to the large no of resources within 

specified QoS (Quality of Service) parameters leading to less 

SLA (Service Level Agreement) Violations. This study is specific 

to QoS aware resource provisioning in federated clouds to ensure 

resource provisioning done by cloud broker to provide 

uninterrupted cloud services and minimize loss of availability of 

resources, decrease failure rates and meet the application 

requirements of multiple cloud consumers in managing their 

resource utilization. Finally, we highlight the open challenges 

for future research towards the QoS aware resource provisioning 

in federated clouds and analyze the maximum resource 

utilization in agent based model. 

 

Index Terms: Quality of Service, Resource Provisioning, 

Cloud Computing, Federated Clouds, Service Level Agreement 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Cloud computing is a computing paradigm which 

provides a huge set of resources for satisfying user request at 

any instance. Large data centers are made available for 

storing the user transactions and processing their request is 

managed by flexible virtual machine technology which 

provides computation resources like memory, CPU's and 

storage to meet the specific end-user requirements. Apart 

from providing flexible resources, the cloud has changed the 

way of providing different services like SaaS, PaaS, IaaS and 

XaaS (anything as a service) by pay as you use model. The 

huge demand of enterprises depending on cloud services has 

become a considerable challenge for cloud providers to meet 

the requirements of their cloud consumers. Federated cloud 

is one of the flavors of cloud computing model where more no 

of cloud providers get collaborated to provide their resources 

to meet the demand of enterprises that are facing challenges 

in meeting their end-user requirements [29].  

In the federated cloud environment, the cloud provider 

plays two roles one act as an infrastructure provider and other 

as the consumer of another provider. All cloud providers 

target to maximize their revenue by satisfying as many 

consumers as possible with their available resources or by 
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collaboration with other providers. Resource provisioning is 

a critical task to manage in a federated cloud as at an instance 

the request for resources will come from other providers and 

also consumers and need to provide service without any SLA 

(Service Level Agreement) violation at cloud broker [27]. 

The chance of over-provisioning and under-provisioning in 

the federated cloud is a major challenge which needs to be 

effectively managed to provide continuous services or 

resources with awareness of different QoS parameters which 

are part of SLA specification. The study focuses on QoS 

aware resource provisioning [28] of federated cloud in which 

collaborated cloud providers along with consumers are 

getting resources allocated and serviced without SLA 

violation. Analyze the implementation models of a federated 

cloud for resource provisioning and explore the possible open 

challenges like effective collation formation, QoS aware 

differentiated resource provisioning and to predict the 

resource utilization after provisioning resources. The 

remaining part of this article is divided into three sections. 

Section 2, presents a detailed survey on the federated cloud 

and their resource provisioning with QoS awareness and 

possible implementation models for creating federation 

among cloud providers with a QoS perspective. Section 3, 

Lists the open challenges for QoS aware resource 

provisioning and Section 4, concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Federated Cloud 

Cloud computing model is designed for solving issues related 

to cloud providers and generate maximum revenue in 

providing resources to all cloud users. The cloud consumers 

who are sticking to single cloud provider need to depend on 

their services facing challenges like disruption of services, 

lack of availability of resources, over provisioning and under 

provisioning of resources. The need for cloud federation has 

come into existence as mentioned in [30] for reasons like 

sharing of resources, managing failover, measured QoS 

values, Cost effectiveness , reduced SLA violation and 

provider’s and consumer’s independence while ending 

contracts. Several flavors of federated cloud, e.g. like hybrid 

cloud, multi-cloud, and aggregated clouds have been 

proposed in [29] for managing the resource management 

without violation of QoS.  
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The nature of federation implementation is a difficult 

scenario for managing resources with different API's 

designed for service composition or configuration with 

multiple clouds. 

QoS Awared Resource Provisioning 

     In cloud computing, the provision of large set of resources 

to cloud users without violation of QoS parameter in SLA is a 

major challenge for cloud providers. An adaptive QoS aware 

virtual machine provisioning mechanism was proposed in 

[1] to provide effective resources utilization and VM of 

similar types of requests are recycled to reduce the VM 

creation time to serve as many requests made by users. QoS 

parameters are linked to low-level infrastructure resources 

for serving all tasks within specified values of SLA. An 

adaptive recycling and provisioning algorithm in [1] is 

considered for different tasks assigned for different queues 

according to priority factor and then checked for 

provisioning of resources to complete the task without any 

SLA violation.VM Multiplexing may lead to a violation of 

the VM allocation policy made by the above algorithm and to 

manage to get priority factors an efficient memory access 

mechanism is needed. 

   The QoS aware resource provisioning for resource 

reservation based framework was proposed in [11] for 

measuring user QoS satisfactory through a flexible virtual 

machine reservation mechanism. This mechanism is 

integrated with middleware and tested for different user 

requirements satisfaction but it needs to be tested for higher 

throughput and less energy consumption. Managing of 

adjustment of QoS parameters on the fly according to 

resource utilization made by users while working on parallel 

and distributed application for scalable storage systems was 

implemented with hierarchically distributed scheduling 

mechanism with Coarse-grained CPU mapping and 

fine-grained CPU scheduling for adjustable computing 

power was proposed in [2]. This distributed mechanism in 

[2] was not tested for a large number of cloud users with wide 

range of resource requirements.  

   The dynamic management of virtual machine like VM 

placement and VM migration by aiming to reduce the energy 

consumption without violating SLA at all data centers was 

given in [3] where many algorithms were proposed in 

perspective of energy consumption while performing VM 

Relocation, VM consolidation and simultaneously checking 

for violation of SLA by ESDR (Energy reduction and 

SLAV-reduction dynamic run-time replacement) [3] 

mechanism. This ESDR [3] mechanism was worked only 

with CPU loads but not considered for memory and 

bandwidth loads at a run time and switching between 

multiple goals approaches to improve the efficiency of a data 

centre for different workloads need to be considered. 

    The uncertainty and varied characteristics of QoS values 

for continuously monitored data of different cloud models 

need a multi-collaborative QoS prediction to predict the 

missing QoS values through time series analysis for potential 

cloud users. A fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) 

was proposed in  [4] to determine the similarity of QoS 

evaluations for multiple periods by assigning an objective 

weight for every period and compare with neighboring 

potential users for analyzing and evaluating the missed QoS 

values. This FAHP mechanism needs to be analyzed for 

different user’s application scenario and requirements for 

optimal period length. 

   The SLA aware autonomic management (STAR) was 

proposed in [5] to focus on automatic reduction SLA 

violation for effective delivery of cloud services. It is tested 

for heterogeneous workloads for different QoS parameters 

like execution time, cost, latency, reliability and availability 

to optimize them for meeting the user satisfaction of their 

application requirements by self-management. STAR was 

only tested for only single cloud but its application of 

self-management for federated cloud can be beneficial as 

automation of QoS parameters checking SLA violation rates 

would reduce some job of monitoring and work on other 

aspects of Self-healing and Self –configuration. 

     Cloud consumers are categorized into different classes 

depending on their application requirements with specified 

QoS parameter in SLA agreement with cloud providers. In 

[6] a framework was proposed for SLA management in cloud 

computing with a specified price control parameter which is 

used to meet the demands for all classes of consumers. A 

reinforcement learning (RL) is used to frame a new VM 

hiring policy in [6] which adapt to changes in the system to 

guarantee the QoS for all categories of clients. 

The need of self adaptive  prediction suite for automated 

resource provisioning to improve the accuracy in 

measurement of QoS parameters for avoiding less SLA 

violations by cloud providers is made  in [7] and proposed a 

time series prediction algorithm based on incoming 

workload pattern  by auto-scaling systems in cloud to analyze 

the risk minimization in terms of allocation of resources with 

specified QoS parameters and adapt to change of cloud 

environments automatically for incoming workload pattern. 

This self-adaptive prediction suite is not tested for federated 

cloud workload patterns as multiple cloud providers need to 

share their workload automatically for meeting the multiple 

user requirements simultaneously. 

    SLA management has become a prominent task in cloud 

computing where cloud provider is made responsible for 

providing functional and non-functional QoS parameters 

according to the specified SLA made between consumer and 

provider.SLA based decision strategies during VM 

scheduling was proposed  in [21] for different constraints of 

resource usage and availability by VM migration among 

cloud providers. Different scheduling strategies in terms of 

SLA violations by minimizing the number of migrations was 

analyzed on a  federated clouds framework with real-world 

measures of business-critical VM's.  

   Finally, Figure 1 gives the taxonomy of QoS aware 

Resource provisioning divided in to three categories like QoS 

aware resource selection, monitoring and allocation. Each 

category is listed with issues and solutions for their effective 

management without SLA violation which was briefly 

discussed and highlighted in this section. 
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Fig. 1 Taxonomy of QoS Aware Resource Provisioning with issues and Solutions 

 

III. MODELS OF RESOURCE PROVISIONING WITH QOS 

A cooperative cloud market model in [8] was used for 

creating a federated cloud market where interoperability of 

clouds can be realized, novel two phases coordinated 

resource reservation and provisioning approach of [8] was 

used to allocate resources to cloud consumers to minimize 

user costs with less QoS demands rejection and provide 

resources without any SLA violations. It is a heuristic 

coordinated approach of forming a federation and analyzed 

mathematically. It needs to be tested on the real-time 

federated cloud test bed for getting the same performance 

results.    Cloud broker plays a prominent role in QoS aware 

resource management in the federated cloud.  In [9] a genetic 

algorithm called QBROKAGE was proposed for QoS aware 

resource management for cloud consumers. The cloud 

brokers deliver services like resource discovering, services 

comparison with different resource availabilities which are 

offered by different cloud providers. QBROKAGE of [9] aim 

is to find resources satisfying different QoS requirements for 

different application service request made by cloud users. It is 

also analyzed for a different set of cloud providers and 

optimizing deployment solution for data transferring cost 

across multiple clouds. QBROKAGE of [9] was tested for 

only static applications, it needs to be analyzed for runtime 

custom-sized applications and support for elasticity. 

   Failure rate minimization is major criteria for federated 

clouds wherein availability of resources at any instances is a 

big challenge and it is dealt in [10] which proposed a hybrid 

cloud architectural framework for efficient coupling of public 

and private clouds to create a failure –aware resource 

provisioning algorithm that is capable of monitoring cloud 

users QoS requirements and automatically assign to the 

cloud providers to handle the request. This algorithm need 

further investigated for a loosely-coupled many task 

computing applications. 

   Prediction for small scale and large scale applications 

resource requests traffic was analyzed in [12] for inter-cloud 

computing using reward based Markov chain analysis. 

Federated clouds need to support diverse services for users to 

access big data of real time applications and real-time 

working traffic applications. The wide range of resource 

requirements with different QoS values and SLA 

specification were managed by reward-based adaptive global 

cloud resource management by not only predictions of traffic 

but also maximizing the net profit of providers. This model 

was only analytical study but need to be implemented 

real-time federated cloud test bed.A conceptual model of 

federated cloud was proposed in, [13] which is organized into 

four layers: business, logical, repository and communication. 

Similar functionality components are grouped and 

distributed as segments among these four layers. The 

segments related to business aspect like namely contracts, 

business model are grouped to the business layer; segments 

related to technical aspects like security, orchestration and 

monitoring are grouped to logical layer and all physical 

infrastructure components into the repository.  
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 In this conceptual model, there is no specification of what 

technologies to be used for implementation of layers to 

analyze the resource provisioning tasks.  

    A framework of SLA management for a federated cloud is 

proposed in [14] for which complete SLA life cycle was 

created to test the SLA violation, SLA Monitor throughout 

the resource allocation made by cloud broker according to 

user requirements. The cloud consumer satisfaction was not 

tested for the above better quality of SLA Management in a 

federated cloud. Semantic-based federated cloud framework 

architecture was proposed in [15] for using ontology 

framework for resource discovery and web semantic for 

managing interoperability issues for allocation of resources. 

This ontology framework was not tested for improving SLA 

quality and managing resource provisioning according to 

user satisfaction. In [16] monitoring system for federated 

clouds was proposed in which multiple domain cloud 

provider's resources are aggregated and provided both 

network and infrastructure level to cloud users. This 

monitoring system was validated at the end to end 

application level using BonFire which is an online source for 

creating federated cloud infrastructure and detail results have 

experimented.  

   Dynamic nature of cloud computing is effectively managed 

with federated clouds by creating an agent-based model 

which was proposed in [17] to manage resource provisioning 

dynamically at any instance. This model integrates between 

cloud broker and agent organization providers by permitting 

multi-criteria for migration of a submitted customer request. 

It is analyzed for different parameters dynamically like 

network delay; throughput and load balance and many 

factors are added to check for flexibility of adaptable cloud 

environment for satisfying the user request. This Model is 

only simulated with agent-based framework not tested for 

real-time federated cloud test bed environment. A genetic 

algorithm based heuristic approach federated cloud model 

was proposed  in [18] for providing big data services by 

multiple cloud providers sharing the task as assigned by 

broker based on multi-objectives of tasks. In this model tasks 

management based on different QoS parameters was 

analyzed and the reliability of the system was tested for 

different system failure conditions. This model was also not 

tested for the real-time federated cloud test bed.  

   Fairness among cloud providers is very difficult to be 

managed while scheduling of resources in federated clouds. 

Fair non-monetary scheduling was proposed in [19] a 

CloudShare module which was implemented to manage the 

distributed way of load balancing in federated clouds. The 

cloud providers fairly schedule resources they also optimize 

the cost of it by using shapely value function and share profit 

among themselves. This model was simulated for comparing 

with fair share algorithms and found it is more efficient in 

scheduling resources but it was also not tested for real-time 

federated cloud test bed.  

   In [20] a web based service model built on SaaS federated 

cloud to provide services for HPC applications. This model 

was used to perform economic analysis from the perspective 

of end users, cloud providers and independent software 

vendors. It was not tested for different pricing strategies like 

reputation based cloud selection strategy for achieving more 

efficiency in provisioning resources for HPC applications. 

   Interconnected cloud environments of different cloud 

providers in cloud federation need to share resources to 

deliver improved service performance. In order to satisfy 

multiple security requirements of cloud users, a service 

assignment with optimized multi-objective security was 

proposed in [22] for which they considered different tradeoffs 

on three security factors like cost, performance and risk while 

assigning services by different cloud providers.  A simulation 

model was used to measure the security and performance 

violation rates to get minimized during service assignment 

for cloud users. Automated monitoring of resources 

provisioning among multi-agent was analyzed in [23] using 

Matlab and show simulation results for multi-cloud 

environments for round-robin approach in resource 

provisioning for the better understanding of the federation 

model of cloud computing. SmartFed is a simulation tool 

proposed in [24] was built on top of cloudsim to simulate the 

federated cloud and test federation nature of cloud providers 

while provisioning resources without SLA violation. A 

model of SLA based VM scheduling in a federated cloud was 

analyzed in [25] for different VM Scheduling strategies in 

distributed cloud federations and a template of scenarios was 

designed to test complex cloud federation while provisioning 

resources.    A novel workflow management framework 

called DoFCF( Deploy on Federated Cloud Framework) was 

proposed in [26] to manage the large scale computations on 

sensitive data like healthcare using a federated cloud. In 

these workflows are  
Table I.   Performance Metrics of QoS Aware Resource Provisioning in 

Federated Cloud 

Author QoS Analyzed 

Parameters 

(Performance 

Metrics) 

Methodology/ 

Implementation Models 

Hemanth Kumar 

Reddy et al  

Cost, Load 

Balancing 

Two-Phase Coordinated 

Resource Reservation and 

Provisioning Approach[9] 

Gaeton et al  Cost, Scalability Genetic algorithm 

(QBrokerage) [8] 

Javadi et al Availability, Fault  

Tolerance 

Hybrid Cloud Architectural 

Framework[10] 

Chang et al  Cost, Load Aware Reward Based Markov Chain 

Analysis[12] 

Marcico R et al  Cost Conceptual  Model[13] 

Vipual et al  Feedback driven Framework of SLA 

Management [14] 

Manno et al  Interoperability Semantic based federated  

cloud framework  [15] 

Yahya et al  Load Balancing BonFire Federated Cloud 

model [16] 

Sofiane et al  Load Balancing, 

Through Put, 

Agent Based Model [17] 

Jian Shu et al Reliability Genetic Algorithm based 

Heuristic approach[18] 

Milosz et al  Load Balancing, 

Scalability ,cost 

Fair Non monetary 

Scheduling [19] 

Hou et al Cost ,Elasticity Web Service Model [20] 

Halabi et al  Cost, Load aware Multi-Objective Security [22] 

Nazi et al  Scalability  Multi-Agent Model [23] 

Anastasi et al  Cost, Load 

Balancing 

SmartFed [24] 

Kohne et al  Scalability, 

Elasticity 

SLA based VM Scheduling 

[25] 
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dynamically partitioned and distributed to both 

public/private data centers for minimizing cost, meeting 

security requirements and handling failure rates within an 

optimal time. The workflows were tested on a cloudsim 

framework and analyzed results for different dynamic 

real-time workflows.  

   The Federated Cloud Management Framework was 

developed to manage automated service provisioning for 

users in [31]  was used to monitor services and selection of 

cloud provider in heterogeneous cloud environments. This 

framework does list all cloud providers information of 

federated cloud and provide these details to multiple 

providers through unified access to make them transparent 

for heterogeneous cloud environments. The cloud broker 

uses the repository to hold the details of virtual appliances 

with service operations and descriptions. Depending on the 

request made by users for this generic repository a 

meta-broker service will create queues dynamically and 

provide reliable services from multiple cloud providers by 

allocation of virtual appliances. 

   The QoS aware SLA management was proposed in [32] 

where a new mechanism was designed for measuring the 

QoS for preventing SLA violations in federated clouds. The 

SLA based provisioning algorithm in [32] creates a service 

tree holding the cloud providers with their QoS threshold 

values and for every application request the QoS upper and 

lower bound is specified to check at each node meeting this 

threshold value and take decision for identifying criteria for 

SLA violations like single-point failure, redundant and 

planned down time. It was tested on prototype for single data 

center environment and cloud federation for checking SLA 

violations but not implemented for QoS aware resource 

management. 

  A virtual network reservation framework was proposed in 

[33] for managing effective bandwidth provisioning among 

multiple cloud providers sharing similar SLA for finite time. 

In cloud computing application components will interact 

with different network devices grouped in to layers over 

reliable bandwidth links which affects it response times. This 

framework works as a forecasting engine which manages 

SLA by applying time series models and use bandwidth 

thresholds with varied time among multiple cloud providers’ 

workloads. It was tested in Open Stack in perspective of 

checking bandwidth reliability for VM allocation and 

avoiding SLA violations for different customer requests. 

   The resource utilization in network virtualization for 

heterogeneous resources is effectively managed by hybrid 

virtualization provisioning in [34] by converting the 

complete mechanism to Integer linear programming for 

minimizing provisional cost. Two set of algorithms namely 

decomposition based and spectral clustering in [34] were 

used to enhance the effectiveness of provisioning for 

heterogeneous networks. The reliability of this provisioning 

was not tested for physical failures of systems in virtualized 

networks. In federated cloud data management in underlying 

operational environment leads to frequent SLA violations 

due to lack of QoS maintenance. This problem was dealt in 

[35] by developing policy based autonomic middleware by 

self adaptive nature in federated cloud. This adaptive 

middleware was tested in SaaS application environment and 

validated good results in terms of dynamic data management 

without any intervention of operators leading to less SLA 

violations. 

  The resource allocation model for federated geo-distributed 

clouds was proposed in [36] to manage globally shared 

resources among multiple cloud providers by establishing a 

resource contract apriori time interval for a 24 hrs time 

period. Each cloud service provider with pre-contracts of 

resources uses job scheduling and provisioning algorithms to 

achieve job completion within response times and effectively 

manage job allocations globally and locally having fair 

shared profit among multiple cloud providers. The service 

selection of resources among multiple cloud providers in 

federated clouds does not follow fairness while serving the 

resource request from cloud consumers. To deal this issue a 

fair service matching agent was proposed in [37] to distribute 

resource  request fairly among cloud providers. This 

mechanism tries to address the availability problem of 

resources for different cloud consumers for satisfying their 

dynamic service requests instantly. The sharing of profit 

based on the dynamic allocation of resources request made by 

consumers among cloud providers have been not 

implemented in this mechanism. 

The cloud elasticity still remains a challenging task with 

single cloud provider which can efficiently dealt in federated 

clouds by performing inter operations among other cloud 

providers. A residue based approach for resource 

provisioning was proposed in [38] by providing horizontal 

scaling of resources instantly for satisfying single request of 

resources. The greedy technique is also used to rank the 

clouds while monitoring the availability of resources in this 

mechanism. Managing QoS violations while providing 

computing and networking resources simultaneously in 

federated cloud, this problems is called as virtual network 

embedding problem in [39] is dealt by mixed integer linear 

programming model in two phase approach first splitting the 

virtual network request among multiple clouds and then 

perform intra cloud segment mapping for allocating virtual 

network resources for having less SLA violations. 

Autonomic resource management is a critical task in 

federated cloud which was managed in [40] by Connected 

Dominating sets by hierarchical approach fixing set of 

system components to work as Autonomic managers at data 

centers and share resources by collaboration with Global 

Managers for effective resource management among 

multiple cloud providers by generating dominating sets 

among the cloud providers to handle resource provisioning 

issue without QoS violations. 

IV. RESEARCH ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF QOS IN 

FEDERATED CLOUDS 

Cloud service brokerage plays a prominent role in federated 

clouds during resource provisioning. Most of the research 

challenges involved with cloud broker were highlighted in 

[27] in which four major challenges were given more 

importance like legal rule compliance checking, legislation 

dynamic management, seamless service migration and QoS 

monitoring.  
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Much of the challenges have been resolved they are dealt 

with by isolated solutions the integration of all these 

solutions will be an added advantage for federated clouds in 

performing cloud brokerage job effectively. QoS is realized 

by QoS monitoring and analysis. QoS monitoring techniques 

are at its infancy stage and the job of monitoring has become 

complex because the trend is shifted to developing 

applications for micro services running as containerized 

processes while execution. QoS assessment is still an open 

issue for analyzing key cloud properties like elasticity and 

consistency. 

   As per [28] QoS Management for different cloud 

applications is still a research issue in terms of providing the 

guarantee of a service level for dimensions such as 

performance, availability and reliability. Much of the work 

towards traffic forecasting, resource consumption estimation 

and anomaly detection has been not provided validation in a 

cloud environment and became a robust challenge for the 

multi-tenant or federated cloud environment. Integrating 

workload characterization, system models and resource 

management solutions without QoS degradation is a big 

challenge and while building research prototype into a 

commercial solution is still an open point. 

  Interconnected clouds are really facing a big challenge as 

given in [29] for avoiding vendor lock-in problems in  

federated cloud environments. Developing standard 

interfaces for integrating different cloud provider's services 

to avoid cloud interoperability issues is still an unsolvable 

research issue. Meeting legal regulations in interconnected 

cloud environments to support legal agreements made for 

validating SLA is necessary. Implementing interconnected 

market places for taking care of economical aspects of 

different cloud providers while collaboration for pricing and 

billing is needed to study for federated clouds. 

  In [30] the importance of QoS differentiated resource 

pricing was highlighted for federated clouds. The semantic 

description of resources should be standardized for ensuring 

interoperability. An autonomous resource monitoring tool 

needs to be used for validation and performance measuring 

for a  heterogeneous application deployed in the federated 

cloud environment.VM behavior modeling and workload of 

a federated cloud environment should be evaluated to realize 

the workloads of VM at different instances. 

The Table1 list the performance metrics of QoS ware 

resource provisioning with specified implementation models, 

analyzing QoS parameters. These all implementation models 

along with their specific importance were highlighted in this 

section. 

 

V. PROPOSED LAYERED AGENT BASED MODEL 

FOR ANALYZING FEDERATED CLOUD 

 

Layered Agent Based Model consist of layering the agents to 

simulate federated cloud nature for analyzing different 

aspects like maximizing resource usability  and  providing 

optimal price option for consumers agents  by considering 

different QoS factors. The Layered agent based model 

considers four layers for analyzing communication to satisfy 

consumers getting serviced for optimal price. The four layers 

in Figure 2 are Provider agent layer, Collated provider agent 

layer, Broker agent Layer and Cloud consumer agent layer. 

Simulating federated nature of clouds is possible by using 

this layered approach. Each layer has its own significance 

task to handle the functionality of federated nature to make it 

possible for analyzing resource utilization of cloud 

consumers for optimal service time. 

Provider agent layer will form collation with other provider 

agents to make heterogeneous resources available at any 

instant. Collation formation is a tedious task which involves 

FLA (Federation Level Agreement) to share resources for 

certain QoS constraints and price. Each cloud providers will 

initiate the collation formation by communicating this FLA 

in order to generate maximum profit by collaboration. The 

next layer Collated provider agents will provide all set of 

collaborated resources for brokers to allocate for cloud 

consumers. The Broker agent layer performs major task in 

generation of service classes for different set of collated 

provider agent resources. This service classes generation can 

be used for QoS aware differential pricing for providing 

different prices for cloud consumers to meet their QoS 

demands along with resource requests. The cloud consumer 

agents will have a choice of selection of these service classes 

to get serviced his resource requests for an optimal price. 

 
Fig 2 Layered Agent Based Model 

.System Model 

The layered agent based model provides scope for analyzing 

resources utilization and pricing options for federated clouds 

consumers using mathematical approach. Let us consider the 

provider agents ( , …., , collated providers 

agents ( , …., , Broker agents as 

( , ….,  and Consumer agents as 

( , …., .The resource request made by  

consumer agent is treated as vector of VM instances through 

which they specify the resources required 

REQV( , ….,  Each VM instance will have its 

specified resources to get serviced by broker agent. Along 

with resource request vector of each VM instance will have 

equivalent QoS factors to meet while getting serviced .The 

QoS factor response time is considered for each VM instance 

is QOSV( , ….,  .The resource utilization is 

measured using  (i) where θ is the user instance for 

particular time period T and ‘i’ is the service class selection 

to utilize maximum resources of that VM instance by user θ. 

= *                                   (1) 
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Where  is the total pricing function of ‘j’ cloud 

consumer, is the acceptable price by cloud consumer 

from broker  service class–i for utilizing those VM instance 

resources, is the service time of service class-i and 

is the capacity of resources of service class-i VM 

instances for utilization. 

 

=                                              (2) 

Where  no of resources of that VM instance of service 

class-i  is the price associated with that resource of service 

class-I for that particular instance. 

The resource utilization of ‘j’ cloud consumer is given by 

 

(j)= - -θ QFunc( , )            (3) 

 

 Maximum utilized resources made by θ user’s from 

service class-i 

 Total pricing function of the jth user  

QFunc( , ) - congestion function which measures the 

influence of violation of  not satisfying that QOS factors 

while utilizing those resources for time period t. 

 

Choosing a service class i is possible maximizing this 

(j) for particular time period t for jth user 

 

i=arg  (j)                               

or else not to select the service class- i 

 if (j)   < 0.                   (4) 

 

QFunc( , )   is a critical function of considering QoS 

factors affecting the resource utilization of that service class-i 

for a no of users  while allocating its capacity of resources 

of VM instances .Let us consider the QoS evaluations 

made for a particular service class by N users in a time slot T 

is . 

 

= { , ,……., } where  is the QoS evaluation 

made by first user of that service class- i,  

Consider the mean value for QoS evaluations of VM 

instances. 

=
,

1

N

i k
k

e



     

 (5) 

QFunc( , )   =             (6) 

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Let us consider the four service classes with set of resources 

as in table 3 and table 4 gives prices of resources and service 

time .Following data is taken with reference to AmazonEC2 

prices to analyze mathematically for above algorithm. The 

figure 3a gives the comparison of maximum resource utility 

made by  four consumer agents without QoS and with QoS 

and figure 3b gives the comparison of pricing payed by four 

consumer agents without QoS and with QoS parameters in to 

consideration. 

 

The results in figure 3a shows that 5-10% increase in 

resource utilization because of considering the QoS factor 

response time of service classes as evaluated by consumer 

agent. The results in figure 3b shows that 10-20% decrease in 

pricing of resources because of considering the QoS factor 

response time of service classes  and  QoS values effect is 

measured by QoS evaluation function at cloud broker 

Table 2: Service Classes with Resources 

 

 

Table 3: Service Classes with Price and Service time 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3 a:  Comparison Of Maximum Resource Utility With 

QoS And Without QoS 

Fig 3 b: Comparison Of Price Without QoS And With QoS 
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class
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Small Medium Large 
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M 

H 

D 
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P 
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R 

A 

M 

H 

D 

Class

1 
4 4 20 10 8 120 20 16 200 

Class

2 
5 4 30 12 8 150 17 16 250 

Class

3 
2 4 40 15 8 110 25 16 240 

Class

4 
4 4 20 11 8 150 22 16 270 

Service 

classes 

Prices in $ Service 

time 

(msec) 
Per 

CPU 

Per 

GB 

Per 

TB 

Class1 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.23 

Class2 0.15 0.20 0.08 0.5 

Class3 0.17 0.08 0.02 0.25 

Class4 0.20 0.15 0.09 0.13 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

  This study reviews the resource provisioning perspective 

through QoS effects in federated cloud environments. It 

highlights the facts of models which are implemented for 

creating collaboration among cloud providers to provide 

resources without violation of SLA. The responsibilities of 

cloud broker were made clear in managing the 

communication between collated cloud providers and cloud 

consumers. Many research issues are available federated 

cloud in terms of creating common middleware API’s to 

manage the communication between broker and providers. 

The importance of QoS management for resource 

provisioning in terms of legal compliance rules and 

regulations among federated cloud providers are still open 

research issue for resolving. Better to build intelligent 

systems into a federated cloud environment to asses most of 

the QoS factors aspects and predict different functionalities 

of resource management.  

 The future work is to propose a layered agent-based model to 

build the clear communications API's among cloud providers 

in order to form collation and manage fault tolerance 

whenever there is breakage of collation and formation of new 

collation. Implemented a prediction model to analyze the 

resource utilization made by cloud users at different 

instances and builds a proactive way of avoiding resource 

contention of requests at cloud broker. Enabling QoS 

differentiated services at cloud broker to provision resources 

with effective QoS feedback from cloud users while utilizing 

their resources from particular collated cloud providers. 

The result shows that the comparison of resource 

utilization and pricing with QoS and non QoS and it clearly 

states that resource utilization increases and pricing of 

resources will decrease because of QoS evaluation function at 

cloud broker. More fine results need to be tracked by 

increasing no of consumer agents and taking more QoS 

factors for QoS evaluation function. 
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